Abstract

Wegener’s granulomatosis (WG), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) and the Churg-Strauss syndrome (CSS) are small vessel vascularities associated with anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA). Cytoplasmic (c)-ANCA mainly target proteinase 3 (PR3) and are often observed in WG patients, while perinuclear (p)-ANCA predominantly bind to myeloperoxidase (MPO) and are common in patients with MPA and CSS.

It is suspected that a genetic background contributes to disease formation since the diseases are more prevalent in Caucasian populations. This article provides a detailed review of the genetic impact of the pathogenesis and prognosis of ANCA-associated vasculitides.

Alpha-1 anti-trypsin is the physiological inhibitor of PR3 and carriage of the defective allele PI*Z was observed as the first genetic risk factor for the development of PR3-ANCA-associated vasculitis. Expression analyses have revealed that PR3 surface expression is genetically determined. Elevated levels of PR3 expression have been observed in WG patients and high levels of PR3 expression corresponded to increased risk of disease relapses. Furthermore, the non-carriage of CTLA-4 allele 86 was associated with WG formation, while homocytic carriage of the CCR5 allele delta 32 seemed to prevent ANCA-negative WG. MPO-ANCA vascularities were associated with certain alleles of CD18 polymorphisms. Lack of or only weak allelic associations of ANCA-vascularities with polymorphic cytokine, HLA, and Fcy receptor genes have been shown. Although, in practice, it is sometimes difficult to differentiate between WG and MPA, the diseases appear to be based on different genetic backgrounds.

Introduction

Inflammation of blood vessels can occur either in conjunction with diseases of various origins such as infections, tumours, collagenoses and auto-immune diseases, or as primary vasculitic entities. As a consequence of a variety of overlapping clinical symptoms and histological findings, the primary vasculitides were often especially difficult to differentiate between, and various nomenclatures have been used over the past decades. Therefore, in 1994 the Chapel Hill conference developed disease definitions, facilitating the separation of the primary vasculitides (1). This scheme differentiates between diseases on the basis of the size of the affected vessels and includes large vessels (Takayasu arteritis, giant cell arteritis), medium-sized vessels (Polyarteritis nodosa, Kawasaki disease) and small vessels. Concerning the latter, anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA) are a feature of Wegener’s granulomatosis (WG), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) and Churg-Strauss syndrome (CSS).

Anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies are closely associated with WG, MPA and CSS and their levels tend to increase in parallel with the degree of clinical disease activity (2-5). Myeloperoxidase (MPO)-ANCA predominantly result in perinuclear staining of alcohol-fixed neutrophils (p-ANCA) and are often present in patients suffering from MPA and CSS. In contrast, ANCA against proteinase 3 (PR3) mostly result in cytoplasmic staining (c-ANCA), as observed in WG patients (6-8).

Although reports of the familial occurrence of ANCA-associated vasculitides are relatively rare (9-16), the genetic background of small vessel vasculitides has been discussed. This idea is based on the observation that the dis-
eases predominantly affect Caucasian populations (17), and various studies have been performed analysing the genetic predispositions for the formation of ANCA-associated vasculitides. As will be detailed later, the results of these studies have demonstrated that PR3-ANCA- and MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitides, although often demonstrating similar clinical symptoms, appear to be based on distinct genetic predispositions.

When, in 1985, ANCA were initially described as specific serological markers of WG (18), it was unclear whether they actually contributed to disease formation or whether the finding of ANCA only represented an epiphenomenon. Today it is widely accepted that ANCA can activate primed neutrophils and also monocytes. Primed leukocytes demonstrate an increased number of adhesion molecules and large amounts of cytokine release, resulting in enhanced endothelial adhesion. Finally, activation by ANCA binding leads to a respiratory burst with the release of toxic leukocyte products, especially proteases (MPO, elastase, cathepsins, PR3) and radicals (\(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2, \text{O}_2^-\)), resulting in the necrosis of the respective blood vessels. In agreement with this model, highly elevated numbers of circulating necrotic endothelial cells were demonstrated in patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis (19).

According to this pathogenetic concept, genetic analyses were focussed on gene polymorphisms of ANCA target antigens, cytokines and adhesion molecules. Furthermore, possible associations of HLA alleles were intensively examined and the first association discovered was that of WG with PI*Z allele of \(\alpha_1\)-antitrypsin.

**PI*Z defective allele of \(\alpha_1\)-antitrypsin**

Homozgyosity of the defective PI*Z allele of \(\alpha_1\)-antitrypsin (proteinase inhibitor, PI), which results in decreased levels of PI, is associated with the development of emphysema in almost all adults and with liver cirrhosis in 25% of children (20). PI inactivates various proteases and is the most important inhibitor of PR3 in the circulation. Interestingly, carrier frequency of the PI*Z allele is 100-fold increased in patients with WG. Therefore, approximately 5% of those patients are carriers of the PI*Z allele, most of them as heterozygous phenotype (21-23). Based on this increased frequency, it was assumed that a disturbed protease/protease inhibitor balance contributes to disease formation and also to severe and extended organ manifestations with poor clinical outcome (24, 25). On the other hand, a PI*Z defective allele frequency of 5% indicates that most WG patients suffer from disease without carrying a defective allele. Furthermore, the carriage of PI*Z defective allele in a random population did not result in an increased frequency of WG (26,27). These observations excluded the presence of the PI*Z allele as a major risk factor in the formation of disease.

The PI gene is part of a cluster of structurally related serine protease inhibitor genes (serpins) located at chromosome 14q32.1 (28,29) and it has been suspected that an unidentified protein, encoded by one of these genes, contributes to disease formation. Haplotype analysis of this gene cluster has demonstrated strong allelic linkages in PR3-ANCA vasculitis patients (30). Allelic linkages were also observed in healthy controls and in MPO-ANCA vasculitis patients. However, these associations extended between gene loci other than those of PR3-ANCA vasculitis patients and were comparably weak (30, 31). These findings support the hypothesis that an unidentified target protein with a gene located near the PI gene locus contributes to PR3-ANCA-associated vasculitides.

Based on the finding that ANCA-associated vasculitides are markedly less frequent in non-Caucasian populations, genetic associations were predominantly performed on Caucasians. No differences were observed between the WG patients and controls when PI*Z allele frequency was analysed in a Chinese population (32), emphasizing the likely presence of an unidentified factor contributing to disease formation.

**ANCA target proteins**

The main target protein of c-ANCA is PR3. In resting PMN, most PR3 is stored intracellularly within the azurophilic granules and also in a second compartment of secretory vesicles (8, 33). Following the priming of PMN, intracellular PR3 is transferred to the cellular membrane, allowing binding of PR3-ANCA and subsequent PMN activation. Finally, PR3 is released into the extracellular environment along with other proteases and respiratory burst products (34), resulting in detrimental vessel damage. A minor part of PR3 is located in the cell membrane of resting PMN and the amount of membranous PR3 appears important for c-ANCA-associated vasculitis formation. This hypothesis is based on the observation that constitutive PR3 membrane expression is individually determined (35) and that the percentage of resting PMN demonstrating PR3 surface expression varies as do the PR3 surface densities of these PMN (36, 37). Importantly, elevated levels of PR3 expression were observed in WG patients and high levels of PR3 expression corresponded to an increased risk of disease relapses (36). Measurement of PR3 expression in resting PMN from monozygotic and dizygotic twins underlined the fact that PR3 surface expression is genetically determined (37).

Genetic analyses of the entire PR3 gene revealed various polymorphic regions. Among others, the promoter region showed several polymorphisms, of which the G allele of an A-564G substitution was associated with WG. The G allele represents a GC-box element contributing to Sp1 transcription factor binding and the A allele is a CACCC transcription factor binding site (38). It is therefore highly likely that this polymorphism contributes to PR3 expression rates. However, since the amount of intracellular PR3 was not correlated with PR3 surface expression (37), it remains unclear whether PR3 promoter polymorphism alleles determine total cellular PR3 and also PR3 surface expression of resting PMN.

The interesting results concerning PR3 expression raise the question whether MPO gene polymorphisms also facilitate the formation of MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis. This supposition is
underlined by the finding that MPO-ANCA-mediated induction of respiratory burst and protease release does not occur in leukocytes from MPO-deficient individuals (39). In the MPO promoter region a G-463A polymorphism resulted in the substitution of guanine by adenine. Carriage of the less frequent A allele led to reduced activity of MPO and decreased the risk of lung cancer (40). Based on these observations, A allele frequency was suspected to be low in MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis patients. However, when G-463A MPO polymorphism was analysed in such patients, allelic frequencies were not significantly different from those of healthy controls and PR3-ANCA-associated vasculitis patients (41, 42). On the other hand, A allele frequency was lower in female patients suffering from MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis, while a higher A allele frequency was demonstrated in MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis patients presenting with shorter relapse-free periods and with frequent ear-nose-throat afflictions (41). As these findings were not confirmed by others (42), it remains doubtful that MPO G-463A promoter polymorphism is associated with the formation of MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis in females or with clinical manifestations.

Beside MPO, various other proteins including azurocidin and neutrophil elastase (43-46) have been found to act as p-ANCA targets. Intronic polymorphisms were discovered within the genes for azurocind and neutrophil elastase, however, allelic frequencies were similar in healthy controls, PR3-ANCA- and MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitis patients. Therefore, these polymorphisms were excluded as risk factors of ANCA-associated vasculitides (47).

**Adhesion molecules**

The adhesion of leukocytes to the endothelial vessel wall is a pivotal step in the pathogenesis of vasculitis. By inducing up-regulation of adhesion molecules in leukocytes (48,49) and endothelial cells (50), ANCA have been described to facilitate the adhesion of PMN to blood vessels (51). While polymorph regions within the CD11, ICAM-1 and E-selectin genes were not associated with ANCA-associated vasculitides, allelic coupling was observed between polymorphic regions in the CD18 gene and MPO-ANCA vasculitis, but not with PR3-ANCA vasculitis (52, 53). As these alleles display “silent polymorphisms”, the mechanism(s) by which formation of MPO-ANCA vasculitides is mediated remains unclear. One polymorph region, however, is located within one of the multiple CD18 transcription initiation sites and, therefore, increased expression of CD18 in leukocytes might contribute to the formation of MPO-ANCA vasculitides.

**HLA and co-stimulatory molecules**

Beside the fact that PMN play a major role in blood vessel destruction, various findings indicate that T cells are also important for the development of ANCA-associated vasculitis. This is indicated by the fact that serum levels of soluble CD25 (α-chain of IL-2-receptor) correlated with WG disease activity (54,55). High numbers of CD4+ T cells were demonstrated in kidney biopsies taken from WG patients with necrotising glomerulonephritis (56, 57), and it was recently observed that T cells are involved in the formation of vasculitic lesions (58). Moreover, clonal expansion of T cells was observed in WG patients (59, 60) and these cells were predominantly effector-memory cells (58,61). Although various other reports underline the importance of T cells in vasculitis formation (62-66), it has not been finally resolved whether T cell help is essential for ANCA production of B cells or not (67). T cells are stimulated by T cell receptor activation via binding to a specific peptide within HLA molecules. Since HLA class II molecules comprise a highly variable group and associations with other autoimmune diseases have been found; several studies have focussed on allelic HLA associations with ANCA-associated vasculitides. A summary of selected studies in Table I reveals mainly different results (68-79), indicating at best a weak coupling of ANCA-associated vasculitides with the HLA phenotype. In two studies DR6 subtype allele DRB1*13 frequency was decreased in patients suffering from ANCA-associated vasculitides (75, 78) and it was speculated that DRB1*13 under-representation, which might lower the ability to prevent bacterial infections, contributes to increased colonisation with Staphylococcus aureus (80), as observed in WG patients (81). Recently, the association of WG with HLA-DRB1*-0401 allele was described (79). Interestingly, the authors also observed that an extended haplotype comprising HLA-DRB1*0401 and RXR03 (retinoid X receptor b allele 3) alleles was even more strongly associated with WG. This finding raises the question whether other HLA-linked genes might also encode proteins that contribute to disease formation. In a study investigating Japanese patients, an association of HLA-DRB1*0901 with MPO-ANCA-associated vasculitides was observed (82). These results differ from those obtained in Caucasian patients and remain to be confirmed.

Beside T cell receptor stimulation via HLA-antigen complex binding, naïve T cells require a second signal mediated by co-stimulatory molecules. The most important activating molecule is CD28, which binds to CD80 and CD86 present on antigen-presenting cells. At later periods of T cell responses CD28 is down-regulated, while CTLA-4 increasingly occurs at the surface of the T cells. CTLA-4 also binds to CD80 and CD86; however, unlike CD28, CTLA-4 binding mediates a negative signal which down-regulates T cell activation. Various mechanisms have been discussed by which T cell activation is prevented or terminated (83): prevention of CD28 signalling by competition with the shared receptors (CD80 and CD86), triggering of inhibitory signals that interfere with T cell receptor signalling, and release of inhibitory factors by regulatory T cells upon CTLA-4 ligation. Furthermore, CTLA-4 signalling was able to prevent antigen-induced cell death in a T cell hybridoma cell line (84).

Based on this finding it was discussed that CTLA-4, beside its inhibitory function in naïve T cells, might also be involved in the control of memory T cell survival and also in the regulatory...
capacity of CD4+ CD25+ T cells. The impact of CTLA-4 on the function of differentiated T cells is underlined by the finding that memory T cells had high amounts of intracellular stored CTLA-4, while naïve T cells only possessed a small intracellular reservoir. In contrast to naïve T cells that showed only transient surface expression upon stimulation, memory and also CD4+ CD25+ regulatory T cells showed sustained surface expression for at least 24 hours (85). These findings suggest CTLA-4 as a candidate gene of autoimmune disease formation, and recently the association with Graves’ disease and type 1 diabetes mellitus was described (86).

Three polymorphisms within the CTLA-4 gene were analysed in WG patients. The first polymorphism was a C/T substitution at position -318 within the promoter region. In WG patients homozygosity of the C allele was decreased and the frequency of the T/C genotype was increased (87). However, this base pair exchange did not result in the alteration of any known consensus sequence and therefore the pathogenic relevance of this finding is unclear. The second polymorphism was an A/G polymorphism at position +49 resulting in an amino-acid substitution from Thr to Ala within the leading sequence. The third polymorphism was an (AT)n microsatellite polymorphism at position 642 of the 3’ untranslated region of exon 3. The frequency of the shortest allele 86 of the third polymorphism was decreased in WG patients (88) and, furthermore, this allele was not linked to the A allele of the second polymorphism, as was shown in controls. The G allele of the second polymorphism, and also those alleles of the second polymorphism longer than 84 bp, mediated a decreased inhibitory function of CTLA-4 (89, 90), which may contribute to differences in CTLA-4 levels and T cell activation in vasculitis patients compared to controls. Moreover, serum levels of soluble CD25 correlated with the number of AT repeats, indicating that this polymorphism has an impact on T cell activation mechanisms (89).

Interestingly, the expression of CTLA-4 on the surface of non-activated peripheral T cells was low in controls and high in WG patients, indicating that the T cells of WG patients were in an activated state. In agreement with this result, CTLA-4 expression levels of the T cells of WG patients correlated with disease activity. Upon mitogen stimulation, however, T cells from WG patients showed lower CTLA-4 levels, suggesting an imbalance of the intracellular stimulatory and inhibitory signalling pathways (91). The impact of CTLA-4 polymorphisms on WG was also recently discussed by Day et al. (92).

### Cytokines, chemokines and their receptors

Early analyses of the genetic background of ANCA-associated vasculitis focussed on cytokines, since they contribute to inflammatory processes. In vitro, TNF-α and IL-8 lead to a translocation of PR3 from azurophil granules to the cell surface (93) and this is essential for c-ANCA binding to PR3. On the other hand, incubation of PMN with anti-PR3- and anti-MPO-ANCA induces the release of IL-1β from the PMN (94) and anti-PR3-ANCA mediated IL-8 release from primed monocytes (95). TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-2 receptors were observed in kidney biopsies taken from ANCA-associated vasculitis patients and the number of cytokine-expressing cells was markedly increased in patients with active lesions (96). Moreover, elevated levels of soluble TNF-receptors were found in ANCA-positive sera (97).

Allelic analyses of a TGF-β polymorphism revealed no frequency differences between WG patients and healthy controls and, also, the frequency of homocygotic persons was similar in the two groups. In contrast to this finding, the frequency of homocygotic patients was increased in WG patients carrying the A allele of a G-1082A polymorphism within the IL-10 promoter (98). The A allele of this promoter polymorphism resulted in decreased secretion rates (99) of IL-10, therefore reduced levels of this anti-inflammatory cytokine might facilitate the formation of WG.

In an extensive genetic examination of c-ANCA and p-ANCA patients, no allelic linkages of various polymorphic regions within the genes of TNF-α, IL-2, IL-5 receptor α were observed (78). Parts of these results were confirmed at a later stage when TNF-α 308 promoter polymorphism was examined. Furthermore, no allelic association of a polymorphism within the IL-1β exon 5

### Table I. Selected studies analysing associations of HLA class II alleles with ANCA-associated vasculitides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strimlan et al. (68)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz et al. (69)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>B8↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elkon et al. (70)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>WG, PAN, CSS</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>DR2↑ (WG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murty et al. (71)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RFLP</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papha et al. (72)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>DR1↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer et al. (73)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>WG, MPA</td>
<td>RFLP, SSO</td>
<td>DQw7↑, DR3↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson et al. (74)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>WG, MPA, RA</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>DR8↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagen et al. (75)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>WG, MPA</td>
<td>Serol.</td>
<td>DR6-DRB1<em>13↓ DR4↑ (WG</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (76)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>WG, MPA, RLV</td>
<td>RFLP, SSO</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boki et al. (77)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>WG, MPA, CSS</td>
<td>MIC, RDBT</td>
<td>DR1↑ (WG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genicke et al. (78)</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>WG, MPA</td>
<td>RFLP, SSO</td>
<td>DR6-DRB1<em>13↓ DR4↑ (WG</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagiello et al. (79)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>WG</td>
<td>RFLP</td>
<td>DPB1*0401↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n: number of patients; WG: Wegener’s granulomatosis; PAN: polyarteritis nodosa; CSS: Charg-Strauss syndrome; MPA: microscopic polyangiitis; RA: rheumatoid arthritis; RLV: renal limited vasculitis; WG*: Wegener’s granulomatosis with end-stage renal disease; Serol: serologic typing; RFLP: restriction fragment length polymorphism typing; SSO: sequence-specific oligonucleotide typing; MIC: microlymphocytotoxicity method; RDBT: reverse dot blot technique; ↑: increased frequency; ↓: decreased frequency.
was detected (86). While in vitro analyses showed that allele 2 of this exon polymorphism resulted in increased production of IL-1β, allele 2 of a polymorphism within intron 2 of the IL-1 receptor antagonist gene led to increased production of the physiological IL-1β inhibitor. Based on these observations, it was discussed that the combination of the presence of IL-1β allele 2 and the absence of an IL-1 receptor antagonist allele 2 form a pro-inflammatory genotype. However, neither this nor any other allelic combination appeared to contribute to disease formation. Interestingly, this pro-inflammatory genotype was increased in PR3-ANCA patients upon dialysis, but not in MPO-ANCA dialysis patients. Therefore, genetic determination of an IL-1β and IL-1 receptor antagonist imbalance might aggravate the clinical courses of PR3-ANCA-associated vasculitides (100).

Members of the CC-chemokine subfamily (RANTES, MIP-1α, MIP-1β) attract chemokine receptor CCR5-expressing leukocytes. These leukocytes are macrophages, dendritic cells and T lymphocytes displaying a Th1 phenotype. CCR5-expressing leukocytes were found in the upper airway lesions of WG patients and CCR5+ cells were enriched in patients with localized WG as compared to those in patients with generalized WG. Most of CCR5 receptor-expressing CD4+ T cells within these lesion cells lacked CD28, and therefore these cells were discussed as late differentiated memory T cells mediating Th1 responses (101). Although the percentage of natural killer cells expressing CCR5 receptors, isolated from peripheral blood, was similar in controls and patients with inactive WG, it was increased in patients suffering from generalized WG (102). Allelic frequencies of two polymorphisms within the RANTES gene, influencing protein expression, were similar in WG patients and in healthy controls; this excluded a strong impact of certain RANTES alleles on WG formation (103). A 32 bp region within the CCR5 gene may be deleted (Δ32) resulting in a non-functional protein. Presence of the Δ32 truncated allele reduced susceptibility to HIV infection and was also associated with benign courses of autoimmune diseases (reviewed in 103). Interestingly, homozygosity for CCR5Δ32/Δ32 allele seemed to protect against the development of rheumatoid arthritis (104). However, in a group of 114 WG patients, allelic frequency of the Δ32 allele was similar to those of healthy controls (103). Of these WG patients, almost 80% showed circulating ANCA. In this group of 89 ANCA-positive patients, the frequency of CCR5 allele Δ32 was in the normal range of approximately 20%, whereas none of the 25 WG patients lacking circulating ANCA displayed the CCR5 allele Δ32. Therefore, CCR5 Δ32 carriage might have a protective role in a subset of patients.

**Fcγ receptors**

When ANCA bind to their antigen on the cell surface, binding of Fc-fragments by Fcγ-receptors contribute to PMN activation (reviewed in 105). As Fcγ-receptors display a highly polymorphic family of molecules, analyses have focussed on polymorphic alleles of various groups (FcγRIa, FcγRIIa, FcγRIIIb). However, most of these analyses have failed to show allelic coupling with ANCA-associated vasculitides (78, 106-108). The only association that has been demonstrated was homozygosity of the NA1 allele of a bi-allelic FcγRIIIb polymorphism in the group of MPO-ANCA patients (107). However, allelic frequencies of both alleles (NA1 and NA2) were similar in MPO-ANCA patients, PR3-ANCA patients and in controls. Therefore, the importance of the FcγRIIIb NA1 allele seems doubtful. When WG patients were homozygotic carriers of both the R131 allele of the FcγRIIIb polymorphism and the F158 allele of the FcγRIIa polymorphism, an increased incidence of relapses was observed; possibly due to a decreased ability to eliminate *S. aureus* (106).

**Other proteins**

Allelic coupling between various other immunologically relevant gene polymorphisms and ANCA-associated vasculitides were analysed. Although direct involvement of complement activation in the pathogenesis of small vessel vasculitides could not be shown (109), association of the complement allele C4A3 with ANCA-associated vasculitides was demonstrated. Furthermore, F allele of a bi-allelic C3 polymorphism was also associated with WG (110). The impact of these allelic couplings remains to be elucidated, especially since no functional differences between the two alleles of the C3 polymorphism were found.

No association was detected between a bi-allelic polymorphism within the angiotensin-converting enzyme gene in intron 16 and WG (97).

**Conclusion**

Various studies have been performed to analyse a possible genetic background in ANCA-associated vasculitides. Although some genetic associations have been demonstrated, none of these sufficiently explain the formation of these diseases. Therefore, among other important factors (i.e. infections, environment, exposition to silicate) genetic predisposition might contribute to the susceptibility and formation of ANCA-associated vasculitides.
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